Patchy Particle Model of the Hierarchical Self-Assembly of π-Conjugated Optoelectronic Peptides.
Self-assembling peptides containing aromatic groups are an attractive target for bioelectronic materials design because of their ease of manufacture, biocompatibility, aqueous solubility, and chemical tunability. Microscopic understanding of the properties that control assembly is a prerequisite for rational design. In this work, we study the assembly of a family of DXXX-Π-XXXD oligopeptides possessing a π-conjugated core flanked by Asp-terminated tetrapeptide wings that display pH-triggered assembly into supramolecular aggregates. We develop a coarse-grained patchy particle model to conduct molecular dynamics simulations of the assembly of ten thousand oligopeptides over hundreds of nanometers and hundreds of microseconds. We study the effects of core and side chain interaction strength and side chain steric volume upon the morphology and kinetics of assembly. By characterizing the rate and fractal dimension of hierarchical nanoaggregate growth, we identify parameter regimes that favor rapid assembly of linear aggregates and map these regimes to sequence-defined candidate peptides for experimental synthesis and testing. This work establishes new understanding of assembly on previously unexplored time and length scales and presents an efficient and extensible protocol for computational screening and prediction of promising peptide chemistries to assemble nanostructures with desirable optoelectronic properties.